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Rejected Pixar Ideas

In this segment, Conan and Andy alternate reading the loglines of Pixar movies that never made 
it out of the pitch room.

• A dysfunctional family of magicians is nearing collapse when it discovers a small troll 
living under the sink who offers them highly discounted weed, leading them to solve their 
problems by reimagining the meaning of family and also forgetting what they were arguing 
about.

• The only dinosaur to survive the meteor strike lives a shot-for-shot remake of I Am Legend. 

• After a man’s wife and many children are all murdered in the night except for one physical 
disabled child who is subsequently abducted by an alien species, the father and his 
mentally disabled acquaintance embark on a journey to save his young boy from certain 
death. (Note: this idea was rejected for its darkness until, in 2000, a man suggested setting 
the film underwater, and Finding Nemo became a massive success.)
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Conan the Bachelor

Conan has pulled some strings to get himself a date with The Bachelorette. Onstage, they do 
such standard date activities as mini golf, but instead of flirting, they speak exclusively in 
disdainful, backhanded compliments ripping on the others’ show for being bad TV. For example: 

CONAN
(in golf attire)

Can I just say how pleasantly shocked I 
am that The Bachelorette is on its 13th season?

BACHELORETTE
Oh, thank you! We're so lucky to have had a
network stick with us for more than six months.

CONAN
Yeah! I guess a show is very profitable when it 
doesn't have to shell out for competent writers.

BACHELORETTE
Oh, so you guys are profiting? I would’ve never guessed.

Conan's goes to putt and completely launches the ball. 

CONAN
We sure are! And we're not even using sex appeal 
to cater to the masses' baser instincts.

BACHELORETTE
Oh, well then I can't even imagine how well you'd 
be doing if you had any sex appeal.

Inevitably, their passive-aggression combusts, and they attempt to kill each other with their 
putters. We cut to a commercial lead-in teasing the next segment of the show. In the teaser, a 
blood-spattered bachelorette is dragging Conan’s body offstage and into a back alley, dousing 
him in gasoline, revealing a rose, lighting the rose on fire, flicking the rose onto him, and 
walking away in slow motion as the fire rages. Through all this, Andy narrates: 

ANDY
Sparks were flying on their date, but will their love 
blossom? Or will Conan get the thorns? Find out 
when we come back.
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Conan at A Flea Market

In this remote segment, Conan sets up a booth at a flea market and explains that he’s selling 
products on behalf of his show’s advertising partners. He’s selling:

• Athlete’s Foot ointment that doubles as KY jelly

• The great new “What Time Is It?” app available exclusively on Apple Watch

• A Fitbit that tazes you when you cross a threshold of 2000 calories in a day

• A valu-pak of 3,000 cockroaches (he never explains why someone might want this, only 
focusing on how much of a deal it is compared to retail cockroaches)

• His great grandfather’s broken condom. It’s a family heirloom and the reason for his 
existence, so he consistently refers to it with godly titles, such as “The Great Creator,” 
“The Hole-y One,” and “Divine Rubber Weiner-Beanie.”

Every product is ludicrously priced, but Conan is also willing to make trades for interesting 
items, such as the customer’s clothing or children.
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Live-Tweeting

A man in the audience interrupts Conan to scream out that he is at the live taping of Conan. 
Conan continues on, but is then interrupted again and again by others (“At Conan! Pound sign I 
love Conan, pound sign sponsored post”).

When prompted about what’s going on, the original interrupter explains that the Twitter servers 
are down, so now whenever they think of something, they have to just blurt it out and hope 
people like it and repeat it to their friends (he calls this action a “re-peat”). Deprived of Twitter, 
the audience slowly turns into a live-action Twittersphere, with people standing up and yelling 
out randomly. Notable tweeters include:

• A very lame political jokester

• A woman who silently stands and displays posters of adorable puppies

• A Trump lookalike who yells out real Trump tweets

• Approximately three people in Pepe the Frog costumes who immediately stand and scream 
pro-Trump phrases anytime the Trump tweeter speaks

• A trendy sad girl who dryly jokes about her anxiety and how she looks forward to death

• A terrorist who lobs out invitations for people to come do some terror with him

• Someone in an egg costume – like the avatar for new profiles – who chimes in boringly

• An unrealistically attractive robot-woman who wants you to visit her profile on a virus-
laden website

• Various people who express their verbal likes

After much live-action tweeting, a man yells out that the Twitter server is back. From that 
moment on, the whole audience stares directly at their phones, paying no attention whatsoever to 
Conan. Conan eventually gives up and tweets a joke. The audience all laughs.
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By Whom It’s Made

Everyone likes learning the back stories behind their favorite products and the people who made 
them. That’s why the movie Joy got a Best Picture while also being about the inventor of the 
mop. These are the stories of similarly intriguing characters.

Otto Krause, inventor of the worst thing ever
Otto comes onstage, fully clad in Nazi garb. Conan is reticent but wants to give him a chance; 
maybe he’s a good man with a troubled past. Otto tells a roundabout, redemptive story 
culminating in his invention of the Hawaiian pizza. Conan yells that being a Nazi is one thing, 
but putting pineapple on pizza crosses the line. He expels Otto from the stage.

Gina Schmidt, inventor of the Apple Computer
Gina walks onstage claiming to have been the actual inventor of the Apple computer, that her 
designs were stolen from her. She claims she can prove it, that she has the original designs dating 
back to before the founding of Apple. As she fishes them out of her pocket, we hear a gunshot. 
She drops dead. A man in jeans and a black turtleneck with a rifle slung over his shoulder walks 
on stage and lights the designs on fire. He drags the limp body off, saying as he exits, “Hey Siri, 
where can I hide a dead body?”

George Washington Carver, inventor of peanut butter
He enters, identifies himself, and begins to explain his life as an inventor, when he is cut off by 
Conan, who chimes in that he knows George Washington Carver – that’s the the famed inventor 
of peanut butter! Carver tries to explain that he didn’t just invent peanut butter – he was actually 
one of the most respected botanists, inventors, and racial activists of his generation, despite 
having been born into slavery, having been the only survivor of his 11 siblings, and having been 
kidnapped as an infant. However, he can’t get any of that across, because Conan is too excited to 
be joined in the studio by the inventor of peanut butter. Every time Carver tries to express how 
much he really did in his life, Conan cuts in, shouting about how amazing peanut butter is, and 
how delicious the peanut butter sandwich he’s eating is, and how everyone in the audience 
should look under their seat – it’s a peanut butter sandwich! Carver leaves in a huff, and Conan 
salutes the truly great historical figure who invented peanut butter.
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Mascots That Should Never Dunk

• Three Small Boys Stacked Atop Each Other Who Shed Their Trench Coat in Order to 
Compete in a Swimsuit Competition

• Andy Richter, Mascot of the Grand Rapids Earthquakes (Andy Richter in an Andy Richter 
costume)

• Man Carrying Two Trays of Drinks While Trying to Hide An Erection

• Man with Exercise-Induced Narcolepsy (normal looking man jumps off the trampoline and 
falls limply asleep in midair, is carried offstage)

• Girl From Horror Movie Who Is Mid-Exorcism
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Late Night Club

Conan lives his own version of the twist at the end of Fight Club, discovering that Andy is a 
figment of his imagination and then battling against his own mind. A fleshed out version of that 
premise follows. 

Conan kicks over to Andy to get him to partake in a question and answer joke, but Andy’s lectern 
is mysteriously empty. He kicks over to Jimmy Vivino instead, who then refers to him as Andy. 
When Conan asks why Vivino called him Andy, Vivino says, “Is this a test?” It’s not a test. 

Conan asks Wormworth why Vivino called him Andy. Wormworth responds, “Are you sure this 
isn’t a test?” It’s not a test. “Because you’re Mr. Richter.” Conan gets antsy, looks again at the 
empty lectern, and runs offstage nervously. 

Conan runs around backstage, asking all sorts of staffers what his name is. They all tell him, 
well, he’s the great Andy Richter of course. A large sign that normally reads Conan now reads 
Andy and has a cartoon icon of Andy’s hair. Now panicking, Conan runs back onstage. Chanting 
from the crowd fades in: “His name was Robert Paulsen. His name was Robert Paulsen.” He 
makes it back to the stage; it’s a full roar. Andy is back behind his lectern now, sinisterly lighting 
a cigarette. Conan asks, “Why does everyone think that I’m you?” 

“I think you know,” Andy says. “Why would anyone possibly confuse you with me?” Conan 
starts having flashbacks in which he himself is standing behind Andy’s lectern, saying the same 
jokes Andy has said thus far in the show. He slowly makes the realization. 

“You got it,” Andy says. “Say it.” Another flashback, this one of Conan introducing himself and 
his guests at the top of the show.

“Because we’re the same person,” Conan says. 

“That’s right.” Andy explains that Conan has invented him so that he could have his own comedy 
sidekick – a comic fallback plan to cope with the pressure – and that they will forever be one. 
Conan takes matters into his own hands, telling Andy he won’t stand for this, that he’ll get him 
out of his head. He punches himself in the face. “Ow!” Andy exclaims, rubbing his cheek. Conan 
punches himself in the balls.

“I’m in your head, not your balls, Conan.”

Conan writhes in pain. “Right, of course.” He continues to annihilate himself by hitting himself 
on the head with his mug, running into the camera head first, letting Vivino smash his head with 
his guitar, and so forth, until Andy lies dead onstage. Conan tells the audience that they met him 
at a very weird time in his life, and that they’ve got some great interviews on the way!
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Scheduling Issues

Because of scheduling issues, certain groups sometimes hold meetings in the Warner Brothers 
Studios space at the same time Conan is supposed to tape. When pressed, these groups will point 
Conan to a clipboard to show him they’re scheduled to have the space, so Conan just joins their 
meetings. Some groups Conan runs interacts with are: 

• Douchebags Anonymous

• Anonymous Alcoholics (a meeting of drunk hackers in Guy Fawkes masks throwing back 
brews and complaining about society)

• The AARPBBD – Association for the Advancement of Retired Persons with Benjamin 
Button Disease (an infant in a stroller leads a group of toddlers and tweens, who are highly 
bigoted and complain about their pensions and grandchildren. Asked why the baby is 
running the meeting, a boy answers, “seniority.”)

• Open Mic Comedy Night (very nervous comics joke to each other and beg for validation 
after each joke)
• I’m a renaissance man! I’m good at a bunch of different things, and I only shower about 

once a month. Do you guys like that joke?
• A lot of people don’t know I’m half African-American. But it’s true, I’m the American 

half. Please tell me you like that joke.
• So on the third night of Hanukkah, the boy got another dog leg and realized he was 

finally getting a puppy! Do you think I’m funny??
• (In novelty glasses) These are prescription glasses. They don’t help my vision, but my 

oncologist says laughter is the best medicine. THAT’S FUNNY, RIGHT? TELL ME 
YOU THINK IT’S FUNNY.

• You know this watch was a gift from my late father. He’s not dead, just behind schedule. 
Doesn’t know the time, I guess! HAHAHAHA, RIGHT?
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The Tremendous Cost of War

This morning, Donald Trump told the world via Twitter that “the United States Government will 
not accept or allow Transgender individuals to serve in any capacity in the U.S. Military,” citing 
the “tremendous medical costs” that such an allowance would incur. 

To help understand where these exorbitant costs are coming from, Conan had the interns do some 
research and put together a slideshow of how such costs would be induced. Through the 
slideshow, a ticker in the corner of the screen counts up the running price tag. Conan presents:

SLIDE 1: Soldier in a medical tent. 
CONAN: "A transgender man gets a cut on his finger while test-firing a million-dollar missile. 
Band-Aid, 25 cents.”
TICKER: $.25.

SLIDE 2: Confused transgender woman soldier holding a box of tampons. 
CONAN: “A military captain fails to understand what transgender means and buys the 
transgender woman in his company tampons again. Seven dollars.”
TICKER: $7.25.

SLIDE 3: Trump sitting in a La-Z-Boy recliner and clutching his chest.
CONAN: “Donald Trump remembers that transgender people can serve in the military and starts 
having chest pains.”

SLIDE 4: Doctor treating Trump.
CONAN: “Trump’s personal doctor is flown in to check out the situation. $100,000.”
TICKER: $100,007.25.

SLIDE 5: Doctor prescribing Trump.
CONAN: “The doctor asks Trump if he’s been stressed, or maybe super out of shape? Trump 
says, ‘I’m relaxing as much as I possibly can,’ and the doctor says, ‘well, you’re just going to 
have to relax more.’”

SLIDE 6: Trump boarding Air Force One.
CONAN: “Trump takes Air Force One for a relaxing weekend getaway. $2,000,000.”
TICKER: $2,100,007.25.

SLIDE 7: Trump getting into motorcade. 
CONAN: “He’s picked up in an armored motorcade for $100,000.”
TICKER: $2,200,007.25.

SLIDE 8: Motorcade pulling onto golf course tee box.
CONAN: “And driven directly onto a golf course. Landscaping, $1,075,250.20.”
TICKER: $3,275,257.45.
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SLIDE 9: Serious meeting at tee box. 
CONAN: “Trump has a strategy meeting on the golf course. $1,204,337.87 to bring his Cabinet 
out. 
TICKER: $4,479,595.32

SLIDE 10: Advisor advising Trump.
CONAN: “An advisor suggests sanctioning the tee.”

SLIDE 11: Trump disagreeing.
CONAN: “Trump chooses to attack the tee.”

SLIDE 12: Ball flying into lake.
CONAN: “And launches a ball into the water hazard. Three dollars.”
TICKER: $4,479,598.32.

SLIDE 13: Trans soldier in medical tent, yelling, pointing to ears.
CONAN: “A trans soldier walks into a medical tent and says, EXCUSE ME, I WAS 
MARSHALING IN ONE OF THOSE $100-MILLION F-35 JETS THAT CAN LAND 
VERTICALLY – YOU KNOW, THE ONE THAT COSTS $42,000 PER HOUR TO FLY – AND 
I SEEM TO HAVE RUPTURED AN EAR DRUM OR TWO. CAN I PLEASE HAVE A 
PAINKILLER? One dollar.”
TICKER: $4,479,599.32

SLIDE 14: Marine One picking up Trump from first tee.
CONAN: “Trump has Marine One take him to his ball. Like a million dollars.”
TICKER: $5,552,159.70.

SLIDE 15: Trump at fancy dinner.
CONAN: “Trump gets winded and calls for dinner.”
TICKER: $6,222,058.22

SLIDES 16-21: A quick series of slides shows Trump eating steak, break, potatoes, wine, 
chocolate mousse, and steak again.
CONAN: “Trump eats dinner.”
TICKER: The ticker clicks up with each shot, reaching $6,399,999.75.

SLIDE 22: Trump on Air Force One. 
CONAN: “Trump comes home.”
TICKER: $8,399,999.75.

SLIDE 23: Transgender soldier from first slide in medical tent.
CONAN: “The transgender soldier who needed a Band-Aid before loses his Band-Aid and asks 
for another. 25 cents. Then he finds the original Band-Aid. Negative 25 cents.” 
TICKER: $8,400,000, then $8,399,999.75.
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SLIDE 24: Trump in La-Z-Boy, putting blister pad on hand.
CONAN: “Trump treats a blister with a blister pad. 25 cents.”
TICKER: The ticker reaches the magic $8.4 million, and an alarm buzzer sounds. 

Trump is stamped: “$AD!”

Thank you very much for the opportunity to submit my writing!

Kevin Lawson
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